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NationalSecurityandEconomicHardship

by VirabongsaRamangkura

The notion of national security en-
compasses both military and economic
aspects. The strength of the armed
forces is vital in securing the country
from mili.tary intrusion in the same way
the strength of the economycushions the
country from external shocks. Both
sides have, over time, established an
interdependent relationship where a
strong military security is complemen-
tary to economic security, and vice
versa. Exchange of information and
thought between the two parties will,
therefore, become a highly valuable
exercise for Thailand.

This paper is an attempt to outline
the strength of the Thai economy by
sketching its past developments, its
present situation and the opportunities
available in the future.

The Thai Economysince 1970

The 1970's saw a series of external
shocks, namely, an oil price increase,
inflation, and high interest rates
worldwide. These incidents impeded the
growth of the Thai economy in the fol-
lowing ways:

1) by attributing to a chronic bal-
ance of trade and current account defi-
cit which have run downthe country's
foreign exchange reserve;

2) by increasing the foreign debt in
order to restore the foreign exchange
reserve which has led to a tenfold in-
crease in the foreign debt over a 10
year period;

3) by causing high interest rates
which reduce investment and attribute to
the country's unemployment; and

4) by reducing exports due to the fall
in the world demand.

This report is based on a speech by oz.. Virabongsa
deLivered at the Institute of Army Academics and the
Institute of Security a Studies of the
FacuUy of political Science, C Universi-
ty. Dr. Virabongsa is the Direct Macroeco-
nomic Policy Program at TDRI, a
Seaboard Developnent Co
of the NESDB,Economic Ad to the Prime
and Adviser to the Council of Economic Ministers.

Such a scenario called for a tight
fiscal and monetary policy in an attempt
to maintain stability. The government
expenditure was curbed and borrowing by
public enterprises was limited. More-
over, the baht'was adjusted to maintain
the trade balance, the energy pricing
policy was revised and the export policy
liberalized.

This set of policies turned out to be
painful and as a result, decreased the
popularity of the Government. The Gov-
ernment was put in a difficult situation
-- it needed to strike a balance between
maintaining economic stability, on the
one hand, and political stability on the
other.

It is vital to recognize that muchof
the burden from this economic nightmare
was passed on to the low income families
in the rural areas. The government
rural development program was, thus,
proliferated in all spheres.

An EconomicRestructuring

A turn in the world economic environ-
ment has made its presence felt in Thai-
land via an economic restructuring in
the manufacturing, agricultural, and
financial sectors as follows:

1) The Manufacturing Sector. As do-
mestic markets began to saturate, pro-
ducers diverted more resources away from
the production of non-traded goods or
import substitution to exports. Commod-
ities which were on the rise entailed
those which were labor or natural re-
source intensive, and required little
capital and technology, such as, tex-
tile, clothing, integrated circuits,
frozen chicken, livestock and canned
fruits.

The rapid expansion of the tourist
industry in recent years has been re-
markable, owing, largely, to the realis-
tic baht value.

2) The Agricultural Sector. Thai major
crops -- rice, maize, cassava, sugar
cane or rubber -- are suffering from
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fierce competition in foreign markets.
However, vegetables, fruits and marine
product exports now exhibit potential
for expansion.

3) The Financial Sector. After having
been severely effected by volatile in-
ternational trade, fluctuating world
interest and exchange rates, restructur-
ing of the financial sector was inevi-
table. From family-type businesses
which concentrated mainly on savings and
self-financed businesses, this sector
was opened to public ownership, thus
demanding professional management. Such
a change will prove beneficial to this
sector in the long run.

Recent Movements
in World Economic Indicators

The government instruments designed to
insulate the Thai economyfrom the ex-
ternal shocks in the 1970.s have nowbegun
to yield fruit and are placing the Thai
economy in front those of the neighbor-
ing countries. However, in 1986, many
events have indicated signs for an glo-
bal economic recovery -- the fall in the
oil price, a fall in the interest rate,
revaluation of the yen and the major
European currencies, and an expansion in
the Thai tourist and exporting indus-
tries.

Owingto the conservative monetary and
fiscal policies over the past decade,
together with a revival of the financial
sector, improvement in the exporting
mechanism, and liberal exchange rate
regime, Thailand has been able to reap
the full benefit from the favorable world
economic environment. This accomplish-
ment has been well-recognized interna-
tionally and Thailand is nowrated first
in ASEANin terms of investment attrac-
ti on.

Remaining Problems

Although the Thai economy has been
stabilized, many issues still deserve
careful attention.

1) A Slump in World Agricultural
Prices. As Thailand has no comparative
advantage in subsidizing its agricul-
ture, options available are to increase
R&Das to reduce costs and to switch to
production of more cash crops.

2) Public Finance. Although the ex-
port sector is on the rise, the domestic
markets are sluggish, partly due to a
limited growth in the agricultural sec-
tor. Thus, public financing to rehabi-
litate the domestic markets still needs
a close watch.

3) Income Gap. The expansion in ex-
port and tourism benefits the urban more
than the agricultural sector. Only when
the bottleneck in the agricultural sec-
tor is removed or some benefits from
exports spill over to the agricultural
sector can any income gap can be re-
duced.

4) The Stability' of the Financial
Institutions. This problem has been
cumulative and demands more attention.
Currently, the Bank of Thailand and the
Ministry of Finance are working hard at
solutions.

Thailand Economic Development
in the Next Decade

As the Thai economynow outperforms
many of the developing countries, parti-
cularly those of the ASEANmembers,
chances are that Thailand will be placed
in the middle income group within the
next 10 years, provided that economic
policies are professionally implemented
and collapses in large-scale projects
are avoided. The following policy
framework is worth consideration.

1) The role of the private sector has
to be capitalized. The Governmentneeds
not control, but support the private
sector and engage in activities which
are in the interest of the of the pri-
vate sector, namely, construction of
important infrastructure. This frame-
work should be applied across the econo-
mic sector.

2) International trade and foreign
investment should be encouraged. Thai-
land needs to explore foreign markets as
a means to expand output and, hence,
reduce the costs of production. Govern-
ment support to export activities has to
continue.

3) To fully gain from e~port, the
private sector has to recognize the
countryls comparative advantage, namely,
small and medium-scale industries which
are labor intensive, or finished agri-
cultural products. Governmentfinancial
support, public R&D,adequate and up-to-
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date information are appropriate in this
regard.

4) Industries which produce domestic
needs should be encouraged to produce
for export.

5) Investment promotion should cover
more of small and medium-scale opera-
ti ons.

6) Regular revision of tax structure
is required to capture the changes in
the economyand, thus, minimize losses
which may occur otherwise. The tax
structure and investment promotion poli-
cy .have to be consonant, and refrain
from substantial loss in revenue as this
maydeter the health of public financing.

7) Precaution must be taken with
large-scale projects or foreign borrow-
ing as they entail substantial costs to
the economy.

8) A well functioning capital market
is essential to support any expansion in
other parts of the economy, i.e., agri-
culture or export.

9) Rural development programs have to
continue and should be extended to in-
clude the remote areas.

The Thai Economic Scenario
in the Next Decade

Should the favorable world economic
indicators persist and the Thai Govern-
ment continue its conservative fiscal
and monetary policies, the Thai economy
will stand as a runner up from the Asian
NICs and will take the lead in the ASEAN
block. And, if rural poverty and unem-
ployment are alleviated, Thailand will
regain its momentumas a agricultural
state, specializing in finished agricul-
tural products and small and medium-
scale industries.

However, should the events which oc-
curred in the 1970.s reoccur, Thailand
will stand in a better position to ab-
sorb the shocks than she did in the
past. The realignment in the role of
the public and private sectors and other
adjustment policies executed in the past
will add built-in flexibility and will
help to absorb external shocks. Thus,
Thailand will be ready for whatever path
the world economyassumes in the next
three to five years.

VIEWPOINT

, LawandOrderCannotProtectourForests
byDhiraPhantumvanit

In my job each week, I have to receive
quite a number of foreign visitors who
are by their ownaccounts, experts on
various aspects of the environment.
They often tell me that they are im-
pressed by the headlines of the local
newspapers about governmental attempts
in arresting log poachers~ confiscating
illegal timbers, evacuating hill tribes-
men and so on, all under the name of
protecting the Thai forest.

Listening to their commendations, it
reminded me of the fight against cholera
in Thailand a quarter-century ago when
recurrent outbreaks were normal, parti-
cularly during summer. Every year there
was a national campaign on vaccination
followed by a public awareness blitz on
the virtue of clean water. However, the
fight to eradicate cholera was not won
through preemptive strikes and clinical

treatment. It was successfully solved
only when primary health care became
more widespread and raised the health
standard of the public in general.

In the case of forests, grim statis-
tics tell the toll. Despite the best
governmental efforts, reforestation by
both governmental agencies and conces-
sionaires has never surpassed 300,000
rai per year. In addition, the much-
heralded plantation of fast-growing
trees including Eucalyptus camaldulen-
sis, will never be more than 100,000 rai
yearly.

These figures are a far cry from the
deforestation rate of 1.5 million rai
annually. It is estimated that even if
deforestation can be totally arrested,
Thailand still needs to plant 1 million
rai a year of new saplings for the next
35 years to be able to reach its set
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Prob~ems connected ~ith deforestation are as much economic and social as
legal. Forests are a national endo~ment for Thais to share. It's a losing
battle trying to stop millions of poor farmers from making a living out
of Thai forest resources.

target of allocating 40 percent of the
total land areas of the country under
forest.

A visit to any forest reserve will
bare the evidence of the problems we are
facing. To solve a crime, criminals
must be arrested. This may apply to the
local, or even national mafias who are
the de facto financiers of illegal log-
ging. But what about the average farm-
ers who resort to log poaching as a
means of living. There are at least 1
million households of poor farmers in
the encroached reserved forests, not
counting millions more who live just
outside the forest perimeters. To the
small farmers, natural resources-- land,
water, forest--are the only inheritance
that nature bestows on them. As long as
it is more profitable to sell smuggled
woods than labor, it is worth the risk
to continue with log poaching. It is a
losing battle trying to stop this army
of poor farmers from making a living out
of Thai.forest resources.

Lawand order alone is not sufficient
to protect our forest. In principle,
forests are a national endowment for
Thais to share. This applies to the
preservation of forests to protect our
watersheds; the conservation of fauna
and flora so that our future generations
may continued to appreciate them, as
well as the derivation of the economic
values out of forests both in terms of
timber production and energy supply in
the form of fuel woodand charcoal.

Forest problems are, by nature, as
mucheconomic and social as legal. Our
normal approach is to identify the cul-
prits and rely on the long hands of our
laws. The results are far from satis-
factory as statistics tell us. We are
in arrears and the forest deficit is
growing.

Alarming as it is, the present situa-
tion has not yet told the whole story.
In the period of 75 years between 1911
to 1986 the population of Thailand jump-
ed from 8 million to 52 million. De-
spite our successes in population plan-
ning and control, between now and the
year 2000, our population will continued

to grow at the rate of 1 million a year.
Up to the present, any increase in rural
population has been accommodatedat the
expense of our forest reserves. With
the expanded family, pressure for more
farm land to cultivate multipl~es. Thus
landless farmers have no choice but to
encroach on virgin forests. It is wish-
ful thinking to believe that Thailand
can fulfill its national forest policy
without solving its long-term population
pressure on forest lands.

It is like trying to straighten a
handful of entangled web. The loosening
of one knot may create another. Now,a
national policy for protecting our for-
ests has been set and targets have been
specified regarding the size of forest
lands to be conserved. Can anybody
articulate on howto achieve them?

The above article appeared in The Nation
March 203 1987. Dr. Dhiro Phantumvanit
is the Associate Director of the Natural
Resources and Environment Program at
TDRI.

THAILANDNATURALRESOURCESPROFILE
soft cover, approx. 350 pages, two-calor
printing, US$ 25 (640 baht) per copy.
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DevelopmentofThailand'sTechnologicalCapability

in Industry:Approachfora NewProject
byKoprKritayakirana*

The recent performances of the Thai
economy are frequently praised. Moder-
ately high growth rates have been sus-
tained over a long period. Exports have
expanded ~nd manufactures have exceeded
output of the agricultura1 and primary
sectors. However, there have been deepen-
ing concerns over the long-term dynamism
and competitiveness of Thai industry.

A large trade deficit has persisted over
the years, arising partly from imports of
raw materials and intermediate products
for manufacture. Growth of manufacture
over the last two decades, while satis-
factory, is substantially below that of
the leading NICs. A significant part of
the output of the industrial sector still
relies on assembly and packaging opera-
tions of imported intermediate products
or complete knockdown components, and
labor input of low level skills. Efforts
to increase local co~tents could not pro-
ceed smoothly. These symptoms can be
traced to insufficient sustained efforts
at development of technological dynamism
of Thai industry.

Although there is increasing attention
to the need for technology development,
much more work still needs to be done,
especially in detailed identification of
priority areas and basic strategic ap-
proaches for technological development
to help strengthen the dynamism and
competitiveness of Thai industry. It is
the central thesis of the new project
being started by the 5&T Development
Program at TDRIthat the crucial ele-
ment of upgrading the technological
dynamismof Thai industry is the acqui-
sition and accumulation of specific
technological capabilities for a clearly
targeted industrial structure.

Technology is regarded as a body of
technical knowledge on physical pro-
cesses which convert raw material inputs
into outputs of finished products and
the associated social arrangements which

allow such processes to be carried out
efficiently. Technology has been viewed
as a commonpool of mankind's technical
knowledge from which each economyor in-
dividual economic entity can try to ac-
quire, to own, and to makeuse of for its.
ownbenefit. However, the content of this
technology ocean is informational in na-
ture and proprietary to a large extent. A
cost will have to be paid for its acqui-
sition and for making the acquirer ready
and able to make effecti ve use of the
technology acquired. The ability to ac-
quire and to make efficient use of tech-
nology is what we mean by technological
capability. The central question oftech-
nological development is thus changed
from "acquiring technology" to "acquiring
technological capability".

In this view of the technological
system, there are manytypes of actors
and many types of capabilities involved.
Broadly speaking, the producing firms
would have to have the capability to
operate the technology to carry out the
production processes. They also need to
have the capability to maintain, upgrade
and expand production facilities based
on existing technology. To acquire a
new technology, the producing firms
would need the capability to search,
assess, negotiate, purchase, digest,
adjust, install and to start up the new
technology. Most firms also make use of
capabilities outside or inside the firms
for testing and analysis, calibration
and certification, quality control and
troubleshooting, services and mainte-
nance and specialized engineering and
consultant services. Producing firms
perform product design, process modifi-
cation, R&Dand innovations on their own
or make use of outside capabilities to
different extents. Manyof the capabi-
lities to perform the above-mentioned
functions, especially the latter acti-
vities, are frequently found and ob-

* Dr. Ko~ KritayakiPana is the Director of the Science and Technology Development
Program and Assistant to the President at TDRI. He is a member of the Council of NIDA
and the Committee on Natural Sciences and Mathematics of the National Research Council.
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tained outside the firms--from univer-
sity laboratories, government research
laboratories, public technical service,
support and regulating agencies, private
service and consulting institutions and
organizations, etc. The acquisition of
technological capability for an indus-
try, therefore, involves the acquisition
of many different types of technological
capabilities by many different types of
technological agents.

A technological capability development
program will have to be designed for
particular industries. In the new pro-
ject Development of Thailand's Technolo-
gical Capability in Industry, we focus
on the industries which are already
targeted to benefit from the Science and
Technology for Development (STDB) Pro-
ject. The STDBProject was designed to
strengthen research, development and
engineering (RD&E)capabilities in bio-
technology, material science and techno-
logy, applied electronics and informa-
tion technology. These areas of techni-
cal expertise underlie many subsectors
of Thai industries. As part of the re-
search activities, a detailed identifi-
cation of target industries will be made
from among those industries in which
Thailand already has a comparative ad-
vantage or can reasonably be expected to
develop a comparative advantage in a
relatively short period of time.

Twosets of industries will be selected.
The first set, to be identified as exist-
ing key industriesJwill be selected from
industries which already have important
volumes of production, exports, employ-
ment, and significant levels of existing
technology. The second set, to be desig-
nated as prospective or futurekey indus-
triesJ is to be selected on the basis of
the extent of uti 1ization of local raw
materials, capital intensity, existing
level of technological capability, pros-
pect of employment generation, export
potential, extent of possible forward and
backward linkages, market prospects and
world technological trends.

Firms within the existing key indus-
tries will be selected for field sur-
veys. Two sets of surveys will be con-
ducted. The first set will examine
patterns of the firms' past technologi-
cal behavior, particularly in their de-
cision process leading to choice of tech-
nology and mode of technology acquisition
as well as the firms' experiences in past

technology acquisition and in major tech-
nological events marking the firms' tech-
nolocal development. The second set of
surveys will examine the firms' products,
production processes and existing tech-
nology, and assess the levels of the dif-
ferent types of technological capability
in the firms. Levels of technological
agents, such as government and university
laboratories, will be separately surveyed
and assessed to form a profile of existing
technological capabilities of Thai industry.

Results of the first survey will be
analyzed to identify weaknesses and
deficiencies in past technological beha-
vior in terms of policy and market fail-
ures, i nterna I and externa I factors
causing such failures and needed policy
changes to address identified weaknesses
and failures. From the second survey on
the existing level of technological
capability, the list of future key in-
dustries earlier obtained will be re-
fined to produce a list of strategic
industries. Crucial core technologies
needed for these strategic industries
will be proposed and the types and lev-
els of technological capabilities needed
for effective acquisition and operation
of the strategic technologies will be
identified. The gaps between the needed
future capabilities and the existing
capabilities will be mapped out and
approaches formulated for bridging these
identified gaps as well as for needed
policy changes to accomplish the pro-
posed bridging action.

Policy measures for technological ca-
pability development will be proposed in
terms of such implicit technological
development policies as trade policy,
investment policy, industrial policy,
fiscal policy, wage and employment poli-
cy and financial policy as well as such
explicit technological development poli-
cies as technology transfer policy, R&D
support policy and technical manpower
development policy.

These ideas on the development of
Thailand's technological capability in
industry, based on the three modern
technologies being boosted by the STDB
Project, will be implemented by the Sci-
ence and Technology Development Program
in collaboration with the Industry Pro-
gram of TDRI in an 18-month project to be
supported by the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA). The Project
is expected to start in mid June.
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A MANOFVISION

Dr. Anat Arbhabhirama,Presidentof TDRI, talksabouthisvalues,TDRI, the
roleofresearchanddevelopmentandtheThaisociety.

InterviewbyLanaLarsen

Q. It appears that you have led a
very productive, successful life. What
attribute$ do you have that could
account for your accomplishments?

A. First, I think the drive that I have
had since I was young is a key factor.
I was born into a wel~-to-do family, but
later on my family became poor. The
struggle I had for survival gave me
drive and also taught me the meaning of
responsibility.

Secondly, when I was about 30 years of
age, I began to realize the importance
of public service. My inspiration has
been to look for activities or tasks
that can benefit the nation, rather than
for status or position.

Third, was my education. and training.
I received my B.S. degree and obtained
my Masters I degree in engineering at AIT
and then received a scholarship for my
Ph.D. from the Uni ted States in water
resources development.

Finally, my wide range of experiences
has provided me with a unique perspec-
tive. I have viewed social and economic
problems from both the vantage point of
a street by and a mini ster. I have
worked in international circuits across
37 countries. As an engi neer, I have
worked with economists, sociologists,
politicians and others. Being able to
understand the different aspects of the
issues, includes one to have vision--the
ability to predict what is going to
happen.

Q. What are the events that led up to
you becoming Minister of Agriculture?

A. When I returned from my studies in
the United States, I was an expert in
water resources development. I became
an assistant professor at AIT in
classical fluid mechanics. I was doing
in-depth research in water resources
planning, and I had the opportunity to

travel to a dozen countries in Asia. I
then realized that the in-depth research
I was doing had nothing to do with
regional development, so I shifted my
interests immediately. I returned to
AIT as a professor but now concentrated
on development research. In 1976, I
was made Division Chairman of Water
Resources Development at AIT and I was
able to raise about US$ 1.5 million for
development research in this field. My
work came to the attention of General
Kriengsak, who was the Prime Minister of
Thailand at that time, and he asked me
to assist him as an advisor in the water
resources development of Thailand.
After a reshuffling of the Cabinet, he
asked me to serve as the Deputy Minister
of Agriculture. After General Kriengsak
resigned, General Prem asked me to serve
as the Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
and later as the Minister.

I have viewed social and economic prob-
blems from both the vantage point of a
street boy and minister.

I
,
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Q. How did these events lead up to your
involvement in the establishment of
TDRI?

A. I decided to leave the ministry, and
became involved in business. It was Dr.
Snoh who asked my opinion about
creating a think tank in Thailand.
Because of my experience in development,
I knewthat the decision-making process
and policy-making process was not as
efficient as it could be, and perhaps a
think tank in Thailand was needed to
facilitate the weak points of policy
making and "decision making. We then
thought of creating the lhailand
Development Research Institute. First,
wewanted to makeit a public enterprise
by using World Bank money, but we agreed
that it was not the right thing to do
because, if a think tank is to be
effective, it has to be independent and
free of political dominance.Therefore,
we wanted it to be like the foundation
it is today. Luckily, the Canadian
Government agreed to put up C$ 4.45
million for the establishment and
operation of the institute for the first
five years. Dr. Snoh asked me to serve
as the president, but I had a lot of
commitmentsat that particular time. I
was a free lance consultant to a number
of big companies in Thailand and several
multinational companies, and also ran a
group of consultant firms. Later, I was

When the country is ina. transition pe-
riod an institute such as TDRI is essen-
tial because it can play a neutral role
in providing research for poHcy deci-
sions.

drafted to serve as the advisor to the
Prime Minister and also to serve on
several committees for the government
including the board of the NESDB. I was
concerned that my private business
interests would be in conflict with my
government work, so, I left the private
sector and decided to help Dr. Snoh run
the Institute.

Q. What do you see as the role of TDRI,
now and in the future?

A. I have a deep belief in the role of
TDRI. A recent trip to Canada, the
United States and Japan, has convinced
me even morethat the role of TDRI is
very significant. Whenthe country is
in a transition period--politically,
economically and socially--an institute
such as TDRIis essential because it can
play a neutral role in providing
research for policy decisions.

TDRIis a very unique institute. It
is unique in the sense that it does a
lot of work for the public sector, but
at the same time, lives by donations and
has the status of independence. It is
unique since it is close to the
government, but not too close. It is
unique in that it has to collect the top
brains in the country to gain the
respect of the Thai society and to be
able to work with the prominent leaders
of the country. It is unique in that it
is the first institute of its kind in
the history of the country.

Q. How does TDRI compare with other
think tanks?

A. There are four kinds of think tanks
in the world today. The first type
serves as an economic council for the
government. Because three of our staff,
including myself, are membersof the
Prime Ministers Advisory Council, we
serve this function, not by charter or
by law, but in practice.

The second kind of thtnk tank is the
public think tank similar to Brookings
Institute, the National Bureau of
EconomicResearch, and the Institute for
Research and Public Policy in Canada.
TDRIserves in this capacity as well.

The third kind of think tank is
similar to the Conference Board of
Canada and the Conference Board of the
United States, which serve on a
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Research and development are essential
to elevate the level of a country's
development.

commercial basis for anyone who wants to
have some research done. TORI also
performs this function.

The fourth kind of think tank serves
the private sector. As yet, we do not
fulfill this function.

The question for TORIis what kind of
think tank will we ultimately become?
Since we are newly established, we can
serve many roles at the same time, but
as time goes on, I think TORI has to
select its proper role. What role TORI
should play in the future depends on how
society perceives TORI and how the
people in TORIadapt to the needs of the
Thai society.

Q. How necessary is research for the
development of the country?

J\. Research and development are
essential to elevate the level of a
country's development. Without R&O, I
don't believe any country can develop to
the level of its potential. R&O can
serve the country in several ways. It
serves to generate new technology and
new methodologies; it increases the
international competiveness of the
country; it increases the productivity
of the people; it advances knowledge for
further development; and it gives the
people hope for a better life.

Q. Then, in your opinion, what are the
characteristics of a good researcher?

J\. To be a good researcher, one has to
have vision. This is very important. I
have seen a lot of researchers who are
very good researchers, but whodo not
have vision ~nd do not knowwhere they
want to go. They are doing research for
research's sake, but not research for
development. To have vision one must
know, what will be the trend of
development in the future? What should
be the questions that one will have to
answer in the future? And, what are the
possible topics that can be researched.
Without this vision, I don't believe one
can be a good researcher. Once you have
this vision of what is needed, what is
possible, then, and only then, can you
do the necessary research.

Q. As the President of TORI, advisor to
the Prime Minister, chairman of numerous
public committees, and a board memberof
several large corporations, howdo you
manage to keep up with all of these
activities?

J\. You fi rst have to bel ieve in what
you are doing. If you believe in what
you are doing--not only about your
status and the moneyyou receive--then
because of the interest you have in that
particular activity, you want to give
attention to that activity. Secondly, I
depend upon at least one person in each
activity to keep up with the details; I
only provide the guidance and judgement
for the activity to run smoothly.

Q. What is your opinion of the current
status of the country?

J\. The ('11"'rent issues in the country
can be 0ivi 11&dinto three categories--
economic} ~o(}I'al, and political. I would
give Thailand a grade A for her economic
performance. Wehave been able to live
through all the bad weather of the
economic crises of the world without
getting hurt like some other countries.
Wehave been doing this for the last two
decades, and I believe we can continue
to do this. Socially, I have mixed
feelings. On the one hand, one can say
that since the economy is doing so well,
the social situation should be doing
well also. On the other hand, Thailand
has what I call "duality". Wehave two
types of people in the population: those
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who have, and those who have not, and
they all have to live together. What
worries me is how this situation can be
resolved. If it is not resolved, then
you have social discrimination and
social problems. Concerning the
political situation, Thailand is in a
transition period as far as democratic
growth is concerned. It took Europe
perhaps 200 years before their
democratic process became stable.
Thailand's democratic process is only
about 50 years old. We have a long way
to go. I 6hly hope that the growing
pains in our democratic process will not
be so costly to the country and the Thai
people.

Q. In an interview in the Bangkok Post
recently, you stated that you were not
afraid of a revolution. What exactly did
you mean by this statement?

A. My definition of revolution is
drastic change or rapid change for
development. I don1t think anyone wants
a revolution without development. So
the question is do we want a rapid
change. This depends upon what you
believe, and what you want in your
society. If you believe that your
society can go on being prosperous
without rapid change, then perhaps such
a change is not necessary. But if you
believe that things will not get much
better--perhaps they might economically,
but not socially or politically--then if
this is the case, perhaps rapid change
is needed. Change always creates
tension, and rapid change creates more
tension. So you have to have a trade
off. Whether the Thai people are
willing to have a trade off, I do not
know. But for me, I am getting used to
change in my life, so I don't mind. I
have changed from poor economic
circumstances to a higher financial
status; from an academician, to a
politician, to a businessman, then back
to an administrator. So my life is in
the changing process all the time. I am
speaking for myself. I don't fear
change, but if the people fear change,
then they don't need a revolution.

Q. What do you see as the proper
development strategies for the future?

A. I believe that development strategies

My definition of revolution is drastic
change or rapid change for development.
I don't think anyone wants a revolution
without development.

have to be culturally oriented. The
Thai culture is perhaps a somewhat
passive culture. The Thai culture is
also flexible, adaptable and
diversified. The Thai people are
outgoing people and are quite capable
and able to adjust and can easily
communicate with foreigners. So any
development strategy would have to
take these characteristics into account.
That is, service industries which allow
for diversification and flexibility
should be developed rather than other
types of activities for which our
culture would not be well suited.
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TDRI RESEARCHREVIEW

UseofTelevisionfor

AgriculturalExtensionWork
In a pioneer study to investigate the

possible impact that agricultural audio-
visual programs could have on farm pro-
ductivity, a TDRIresearch team indi-
cates that an agricultural information
program v~a a combination of television
broadcast and video group screening
would be justifiable to the Thai Govern-
mentis current agricultural extension
activities.

The Governmenthas given high priori-
ty to the improvement of agricultural
technology and raising the living stan-
dards of farmers. Increases in farming
income may come about through an in-
crease in productivity or diversifica-
tion, switching to a more promising
product, such as fruits or vegetables,
or abandoning agriculture altogether and
searching for employment in the growing
manufacturing or service sector. For
such a transition to take place, the
information market, amongothers, must
be efficient'in allocating messages to
and from farmers. In an attempt to
anticipate the opportunities, the farm-
ers need to have a better basis for
guessing future price trends of the
staples and the new crops; the new tech-
nology required, its costs and risks;
the costs of inputs and the size of
market for the output; and, last but not
least, the likelihood of state interven-
tion.

However, imperfections in the infor-
mation market pose a challenge for poli-
cy makers in finding ways to allocate
messages to farmers. To achieve sound
information management,it is necessary
to understand farmer preferences and the
type of information they need. Whois
to produce and deliver this information,
what, howmuch, and to whomthe informa-
tion is to be delivered, by what techni-
ques, and whowill pay for the costs
involved, are the principle questions to
be addressed. As information manage-
ment requires extensive examination and
supervision, the study by TDRI titled
IIAgricultural Development Information
Program with Special Reference to Audio-
visual Mass Media11 looks into these

issues. This study is Phase I of an
Asian Development Bank Technical Assis-
tance Study to assist the Thai Govern-
ment in developing an agricultural de-
velopment system to support current
extension activities via audio-visual
massmedia. Twobroad objectives of the
study were:

a) to investigate the possibility
of utilizing television and other audio-
visual media for group presentations to
support the current agricultural exten-
sion activities; and

b) to indicate a framework for an
agricultural information program via
audio visual mass media and group pre-
sentations.

APPROACH

Adopting a nationwide household sur-
vey and a case-study approach, the
following factors were examined during
Phase I:

a) What are the sources and types of
information received by farmers? Howis
access to the information related to the
knowledge and performance of farmers?

b) What types of additional informa-
tion are needed by farmers?

c) What is the current and potential
role of television and video presenta-
tion in providing required information?

MAJORFINDINGS

1. Although the predominant means of
agricultural information dissemination
employed by both the public and the
private sector are person-to-person con-
tact and group transfer, television has
been ranked as the most important source

Dr. AmmarSiamwaLLa, Director oftheAgri-
cuLture and RuraL DeveLopment Program at TDRI
l.<X1SProject Supervisor for the project "Agri-
cuLturaL Information Program ~ith SpeciaL
Reference to Audio-visuaL Mass Media"; Dr.
Mingsarn Kaosa-ard, Associate Professor of
Economics at Chiang Mai University ~as Project
Director and Team Leader for the Northern Re-
gion; and Dr. Direk Patmasiri~at, Lecturer,
Assistant Professor and Associate Professor
at NIDA l.<X1STeam Leader for the CentraL and
Southern regions. ELeven PrincipaL Investiga-
tors from Chiang Mai University and the Na-
tionaL Institute of DeveLopment Administration
(NIDA), aLong ~ith consuLtants from Kasetsart
University and the Hal.<X1iianAgronomics Co.
participated in the study.
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of agricultural information, measured in
terms of reception frequency, especially
for farmers in the less advantaged
groups (i.e., female farmers, farmers
not belonging to any socioeconomic
group) who have lesser access to other
sources of information. Except for
information on prices, which is still
more frequently heard on radio, televi-
sion has, in fact, superseded radio as a
source of all agricultural information
for Thai farmers in all regions studied.

2. Farmers are diverse in their
knowledge, practice and performance,
which is, in turn, related to their
access to information. The better the
access, the better their knowledge and
performance.

3. Evidence from a village study
confirms that there is an information
bias in the existing extension and so-
cial infrastructure in favor of the
village elites.

4. The private sector has begun to
explQit video group screening as a means
of technology transfer. Perceptibility
tests on group screening suggests en-
hanced learning through group and repe-
titive viewing.

5. While rural television viewership
is substantial and on the rise, the
current television programs do not con-
tribute to the enhancement of the needs
and the life of the rural majority. In
all regions, the proportion of agricul-
tural programs is less than 1 percent of
total television airing time.

6. Information needs, which were ex-
plicitly requested by respondents, in
order of importance are: planting meth-
ods, pest control, fertilizer applica-
tion, new crops and new varieties.
FarmersI revealed need for information
on planting methods lends support to the
dissemination of on-farm technologies as
practised by advanced farmers.

Additional needs assessed by our
experts during a number of rapid apprai-
sal trips are:

a) pre- and post-harvest practices
affecting product quality;

b) storing, packaging, quality test-
ing and farm-related marketing aspects;

c) pest monitoring and integrated
pest control for effective use of agro-
chemicals; and

d) general scientific and agronomic
knowledge to s~rengthen on-farm innova-
tions and adaptations.

PROPOSEDSCHEMEANDOPTIONS

The field results provide social
justification for an agricultural infor-
mation program via a combination of
television broadcasts and video group
screening. As the public information
system relies heavily on personal modes
of transfer, the resulting impact on
farmers depends on frequency of visits,
and the quality of the message carrier.
Sudden and mass impacts on farmers in
relation to new information are not
likely without supportive efforts from
the private and village information
networks. In this connection, televi-
sion broadcasts can be used to activate
the private sector and the village in-
formation network into operation.

Television broadcasts would broaden
the village information base whereas
group screening would take care of those
living beyond television coverage and
households without television. While TV
broadcasts would be more appropriate for
more general and policy issues, group
screening is particularly appropriate
for specific or special target groups.

Two further points should also be
noted. Firstly, the program if properly
designed and administered will enhance
both short-run and long-run farming
productivity. By giving due recognition
and prestige to the farming profession,
younger generations of farmers will be
better motivated to excel in their pro-
fession. Secondly, the rural agricul-
tural sector not only needs a broader-
based means for disseminating up-to-date
information but also needs a forum for
reflecting their needs, problems and
successes to the urban industrial sector
and more importantly to the policy mak-
er. Only when there is a balanced flow
of information can policy making and
hence resource allocation be made with
higher efficiency and equity.

PROPOSEDPROGRAMSAND OPTIONS

The following strategies are suggested:

STRATEGY1. Television air time has to
be provided for the agricultural exten-
sion system.

STRATEGY2. Video group screening
should be incorporated in the National
Agricultural Extension Program.
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STRATEGY3. Support is to be given to
the Department of Agricultural Extension
(DOAE) to enable the effective use of
the television medium in the extension
system, especially in the planning and
software aspects.

STRATEGY4. The target audience should
include the entire television audience
but is to be identified according to
absorptive capacity and promoted con-
cepts or themes.

OverallFinancialPicture

of theThaiPublicSector

byVuthiphongPriebjrivat

Public finance in Thailand often
refers only to revenue, expenditure and
financing of the national budget. Or-
ganizations under the government's di-
rection and control (such as local gov-
ernment agencies and state enterprises)
and extrabudgetary items (special funds,
foreign loans and grants) usually do not
receive their due attention or sometimes
are simply disregarded. As a result,
the extent of the government's role and
intervention in the economy, both fiscal
and nonfiscal, tends to be underesti-
mated.

For these reasons, USAID commissioned
TDRI under the EPD 11 umbrella to under-

Dr. Vuthiphong Priebjrivat is a Re-
search Fello~ in the Macroeconomic Policy
Program at TDRI. He oos formerly a mem-
ber of the National Committee on State
Enterprises, lecturer in Statistics and
in Management Science in the Faculty of
Commerce and Accountancy at Thammasat
University, a member of the Subcommittee
on Operation Improvement of the Tele-
phone Organization of Thailand, and an
Environmental Engineer ~ith the Electri-
city Generating Authority of Thailand.

take a study to portray a more complete
financial picture of the Thai publi.c
sector finance by incorporating those
often missing pieces. The study also
hopes to provide a systematic, rather
comprehensive, simplified, yet suffi-
ciently realistic conceptualization of
the subject matter.

Conceptual Framework

To better understand the multitude of
financial flows and transactions, the
study conceptually divides the public
sector two ways--organizationally and
financially. Three organizational enti-
ties are identified as: (1) the central
government, (2) local governments, and
(3) state enterprises. Similarly, six
financial components include: (1) the
national budget, (2) foreign loans, (3)
grants, (4) extrabudgetary funds, (5)
local government budgets, and (6) state
enterprise budgets. Organizational com-
ponents can be visualized as the public
policy "engine", and financial compo-
nents as the "fuel" driving the engine
to arrive at various public policy ob-
jectives.

The interrelationshtps between var-
ious financial and organizational compo-
nents and their place in relation to the
general economyare explained in detail
in the main report. The financial
flows and transactions are later cap-
tured in an accounting format called
"consolidated public sector (CPS) ac-
counts". These CPSaccounts are mere
attempts to condense necessary public
finance information onto one page in
order to facilitate policy makers in
their decisions concerning the country's
financial issues. They also form the
basis for the financial analysis that
follows.

Financial Situation

In brief, the report suggests that
the public sector, on the whole, has
been growing remarkable fast -- much
faster than the rest of the economy.
Within this rapid growth, there is a
clear structural shift toward state
enterprises which may be a cause for
concern.

Taxes are found to be much smaller
than nontaxes as a source of revenue
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when the overall public sector is taken
into account, and their share seems to
be constantly shrinking. Interest pay-
ments, currently occupying about 8.6% of
CPSls expenditure, is increasing by
roughly 0.4% each year. This has pre-
empted public investment opportunity by
approximately an equal amount.

The report suggests that the pubLic sec-
tor, on the ~hoLe, has been gr~ing re-
markabLe fast -- much faster than the
rest of the economy.

State enterprises in recent years are
found to rely more on their own money
for new investment and thus contribute
proportionally less to the national
budget. Conversely, the government has
also been giving out less subsidies to
local governments and state enterprises.
Local governments, either by choice or
by default, are now relying more on
their own tax bases. The local govern-
ments are, however, shrinking in rela-
tion to the overall public sector.

Concerning public debts, the public
sector is now probably resting on quick-
sand. The deficits, which the public
sector has been running repeatedly over
many years, have now accumulated into
public debts of an alarming proportion.
In 1975, the total public debts were
about 53.2 billion baht or 17.8% of GDP;
while in 1985, they amounted to 496.4
billion baht or 47.4% of GDP. In the
same period, foreign debts rose from
11.9 billion baht or 4.0% of GDP to
233.0 billion baht or 22.2% of GDP. Debt
servicing is becoming a greater hardship
each year. The interest payment item in
the national budget of FY 1988 is ex-
pected to hover around 20% of the total
expenditure. This obviously is a tre-
mendous drain on increasingly limited
public resources.

Concluding Remarks

The financial predicaments of the
Thai public sector just outlined, to put
in medical terms, are mere symptoms. The
underlying causes of the ailment are
many but the most pervasive of all is
probably the IIrole definitionll of the
Thai government. How the role is per-

ceived and performed is a subject
stretching beyond economics and public
finance, and usually encompasses politi-
cal, cultural and sociological elements.
Though beyond the scope of this report,
the topic deserves a candid discussion
since its ramifications often over-
whelmingly determine the shape and di-
rection of public finance.

Simply put, the government should
question itself about what it should and
should not'do. Conventional wisdom of
keeping on doing whatever was done in
the past will no longer suffice in the
more complicated government of today.
The IImarket failurell argument for justi-
fying more government functions and
interventions have too often been taken
for granted without realizing that IIgov-
ernment failurell exists as well. Poli-
tical motives should, as least once in a
while, give way to financial and manage-
rial rationale.

Redefinition of its role is, in es-
sence, a IIsoul searchingll process of the
government which may lead to some un-
pleasant or even painful self-criti-
cisms. Worse still, the search may end
up suggesting some politically unpopular
actions to be taken. In short, there is
not much political incentive to embark
on such an endeavor. The action has
often been postponed and quickly passed
on to a succeeding government. More
deficit financing and more lucrative tax
reforms are often opted as less unpopu-
lar measures. The expenditure side of
the budget which is supposedly an honest
reflection of the government1s roles and
functions hardly receives the question-
ing and deliberations of the fundamental
nature it deserves. Most government
functions, in budget defence, are often
attacked on less important or even tri-
vial grounds. Hardly are they ever
questioned about the justification of
their existence.

Organizations once created will
strive for existence regardless of the
purposes of their creation. Many suc-
ceed in surviving even after their mis-
sions have been completed or become
obsolete. Public agencies and their
functions are by no means an exception.
A full-fledged revision of existing
government functions and interventions
should be initiated. Such an exercise
has been long overdue.
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CommercialBankingPractices
Guidelines on Revision and Devel-
opment of Rules and Regulations
Governing Commercial Banking Prac-
tices in Thailand.

It is quite evident that the current
package of banking rules and regulations
contains a number of shortcomings.
Somerules are so designed or adopted in
a fashion ~hat misses correct targets or
causes of problems. Others are unnec-
essarily and improperly tied up with
certain modes of bank behavior or parti-
cular promotion policies of the Central
Authority while overlooking repercus-
sions upon other positions or alterna-
tives of commercial banks.

These flaws undermine the degree of
efficiency in bank examination and su-
pervision as conducted by the Authority.
Proper rules should be impartial to all
concerned parties. They should not be
dependent on subjective judgements or
past/promised performances to an exces-
sive extent. Neither should they be
contingent upon specific intervention
measures attempted by the Government.
The most important things for correct
rules are that they are firmly based on
truly logical ground and that they ac-
curately attack or prevent proper ori-
gins/points of pertinent problems.

Under the existing financial scenario
in Thailand, it is appropriate that
commercial banks ought not to be com-
pelled or induced to serve any special
purposes/objectives. These special pur-
poses or objectives should remain as
responsibilities of specialized finan-
cial institutions. In addition, commer-
cial banks should not be allowed to
undertake ordinary functions of other
financial institutions. Otherwise, com-
mercial banks, which constitute the core
of the Thai financial system, could
easily incur too much risk upon thems-
elves and consequently, upon the na-
tion's financial system. Neverthe-
less, appropriate rules and regulations
ought to contain enough flexibility so
that they are capable of coping success-
fully with dynamismsince most financial
instruments and their prices/rates in
the current scenario have become so
volatile.

Compulsory Credits: On the asset side,
one primary problem that commercial
banks encounter is the extension of
compulsory credits and credits which
entail special privileges. These obli-
gations directly obstruct normal func-
tions of commercial banks. Thorough
scrutiny into the rationale behind
compulsory credit extension reveals that
the Authority typically wishes to circu-
late credits to rural yet vital econo-
mic sectors which tend to be rather
weak. And if left alone to commercial
bankers, these sectors are unlikely to
be given adequate care because, from the
viewpoint of commercial bankers, invest-
ment in these weak economic sectors can
hardly yield, if any, steady and satis-
factory financial returns.

It is recommendedthat all current
compulsory credits be converted to the
program of rural district-oriented cre-
dits (ROC). Within this ROC program,
credits to be extended by commercial
banks in each district are not re-
stricted regarding borrowersI purposes
or businesses and credit sizes. These
features are left to be determined by
local specialties and market forces.
The proportion of minimal ROCcredits to
deposit outstanding in each district
varies depending very much upon three
major factors: (a) deposits that commer-
cial banks can tap in each district, (b)
past and future trends of regional GOP,
and (c) past and future trends of re-
gional flow-of-funds accounts.

Some rules are so designed or adopted in

a fashion that misses correct targets or
causes of problems.

As the Bank for Agriculture and Agri-
cultural Cooperatives (BAAC)has closer
contact with rural peasants and it can
therefore monitor rural credits in re-
mote areas to a better degree than most
commercial banks, whenever commercial
banks cannot fulfil the ROCrequirement,
they have to deposit residuals at BAAC
to be relent later on.

Intra-affiliate Financial Services: In
contrast with the above-mentioned com-
pulsory credits, commercial banks tend
to extend credits and financial services
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to family membersof their executives as
well as their affiliated firms to an
excessive extent. It is thus not sur-
prising why the Authority focuses its
attention and suspicion upon intra-
affiliate lendings of commercial banks.
Normally, there are three types of
dangers arising from excessive intra-
affiliate financial services:

(a) from those services which are
extended to undertakings which are nei-
ther economically feasible nor posses-
sing promising potential nor adequately
creditworthy nor backed up with suffi-
cient collateral,

(b) from those services which are
clustered around a few business catego-
ries which sometimes suffer severe
slumps, such as primary commodities and
crude oil in recent years,

(c) from those services which are
bunched up around particular persons or
companies which undergo so many stresses
that their debt servicing capacity has
considerably deteriorated.

The two following means are suggested
as barricades to all aforementioned
dangers. Firstly, the Central Bank
should be further empoweredto examine
the financial status of bank clients in
case of suspicion. Secondly, a limit
should be specified for any commercial
bank's credits and obligations that can
be extended to one particular business
sector.

Prerequisites nowadays are very much in
disarray and unnecessariLy entangLed
with other irreLevant bank behavior.

Obligations: Ordinari ly, risks that
banks have to bear come from both loans
and credit obligations or commitments.
The latter type of services, especially
those of the off-balance-sheet, have
become increasingly popular in recent
years. That is, because off-balance-
sheet activities generate no binding on
supportive capital funds while yielding
fee-based income. The Authority should
therefore demandthat all types of fin-
ancial obligations, either on or off
banks' balance sheets and in either
local or foreign currencies, be re-
ported. Clear-cut definitions should be

stipulated so as to avoid loopholes
bank examination and monitoring.

in

Equity Participation: Other than fee-
based and interest-based income, commer-
cial banks are enticed by returns from
holding equity in other businesses as a
means of diversifying their income
sources. Although th i s income channeI
could prove to be promising if proper
businesses are selected, by and large
overall negative impact is likely to over-
rule all possible benefits. Thus, the
Authority should uphold the current ruling
that restricts bank' s equity participa-
tion within 10% of targeted company's
total stock and overall equity partici-
pation of any bank cannot exceed 20%of
its capita I funds. Exempti on from the
rule should only be granted to truly ex-
ceptional cases such as debt-equity con-
version in the temporary management of
problematic loans.

Electronic Banking: Ever since the
introduction of electronic banking faci-
lities in Thailand, it seemed that rele-
vant rules and regulations as issued
were too duplicative, complicated, con-
fusing, and at times tardy. But as
electronic banking has proliferated
quite healthily both on the demand and
supply sides, the Authority might as
well relax some regulations because the
pooling of ATM/EFTPOSis approaching the
national scale. The only four issues
that the Authority should keep a close
watch upon regarding electronic banking
are as follows: (a) managerial and.
administrative capacity of commercial
banks, (b) specification of related
fees, (c) obligations of banks to keep
their clients well-informed about the
scope of clients' responsibility, and
(d) necessary establishment of banks'
operative back-up facilities to be re-
sorted to in case of emergency.

Branching Requirements: Regarding
branching requirements, prerequisites
nowadays are very much in disarray and
unnecessarily entangled with other ir-
relevant bank behavior. The only pri-
mary objective of constraints on branch-
ing is to prevent banks from overex-
panding themselves beyond their capaci-
ty. Thus, the Authority should preserve
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only primary restrictions of the current
package: satisfactory status of commer-
cial banks in the contexts of adminis-
trative/management efficiency, financial
capacity, and asset quality. It would
also be productive to all parties if the
Authority were to make periodical an-
nouncements as to which districts de-
serve more bank branches. In this re-
gard, it is unquestionable that no bank
is as well-informed, circumspect, andc
thus capable as the Authority in inves-
tigating about proper numbers of bank
branches in va'rious districts. Other ad
hoc conditions which are unnecessarily
linked together with branching require-
ments should be abolished altogether.

Borrowings vs. Deposits: It is widely
accepted that commercial banks' depo-
sits, or an immediate outcome from
branching networks, cannot do without
borrowings from local and foreign
sources in accommodatingall bank trans-
actions. Yet, borrowings should be
mainly utilized as a stopgap measure,
balancing banks' inflows and outflows of
funds on a temporary basis. Too muchor
too lengthy dependence on borrowings
create too much vulnerability for banks.
Therefore, it is deemed appropriate that
a maximal ratio of external and internal
debt to deposit outstanding be speci-
fied. Should any bank's ratio exceed
this maximumfor X consecutive months,
that bank must be subject to detailed
scrutiny. This suggested maximal ratio
will serve as a warning sign so that
ailing banks can be detected and rescued
before problems becometoo acute or even
incurable.

Usages of FRO will acclimatize bank cus-

tomers to typical volatility or dynamism
in the present money market arenas around
the 7.J)orld.

Liquidity Ratio: Another useful gauge,
is the liquidity ratio of weighted as-
sets maturing immediately and within 7
days to weighted liabilities maturing
immediately and within 7 days. Weights
are assigned to assets and liabilities
in accordance with their liquidity sta-
tus. This weighted liquidity indicator,
is suggested due to numerous innovations
and sophistication of financial instru-

ments in recent times and these instru-
ments possess varying degrees of liquid-
ity status.

Required Reserves: Other than liquid
assets, commercial banks normally have a
recourse to required reserves as another
means of absorbing daily expenses and
debt obligations at times of emergency.
However, the existing scheme of reserve
requirement should be slightly modified
so that preparation of required reserves
can serve its purposes to a better de-
gree. That is, the required reserve
ratio should be differentiated according
to deposit types or deposit maturities.

Maturity Mismatching: Severe difficul-
ties in commercial banks' intricate
tasks of funds managementoften arise
from maturity mismatching. Maturity
mismatching between those of assets and
those of liabilities generates some
rigidity in interest rate adjustment.
Commercial banks ought to introduce the
notion of a floating rate option (FRO)
to their customers in addition to tradi-
tional fixed-rate financial services.
FROdeposit interest rates must be peg-
ged with a daily fluctuating reference
rate which not only represents market
rates but can also be testified by the
Central Bank, such as a short-dated rate
in the repurchase market. As most depo-
sitors are hardly familiar with the
working mechanism of FRO, in the intro-
ductory phase banks may have to persuade
depositors by quoting considerable pre-
mium above the reference rate so that
their sum surpasses those available in
fixed-rate options. Furthermore, a
floor may be offered as well. This FRO
should also be introduced to bank bor-
rowers. Such introduction is expected to
be mucheasier since most borrowers have
already been exposed to interest rate
adjustments in cases of both term loans
and overdrafts. .

Usages of FROwill acclimatize bank
customers to typical volatility or dyna-
mism in the present moneymarket arenas
around the world. So it should lay the
correct fundamental groundwork that will
enable commercial banks in Thailand to
avoid pricing problems from maturity
mismatching. Once FROis introduced,
banks should refrain from varying in-
terest rates before maturities in case
their clients opt for traditional fixed-
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rate deposits/credits. Moreover, in
such case banks should also specify
sufficient penalties to early withdraw-
als or prepayments. These suggestions
are meant for paving the way towards
successful introduction or acceptance of
FROdeposits/credits.

Capital Adequacy: As insinuated above,
most banking services always entail
risks in tandem with returns. Commer-
cial banks in every country are thus
required to maintain enough capital
funds for backing up possible losses.
The current Thai rule also links capital
adequacy with value of risk assets and
obligations. But it is quite noticeable
that in enforcing this rule, instead of
emphasizing the precise evaluation of
risks involved, the Authority unreason-
ably connects this rule with other unre-
lated policy issues, for example,
credits extended to priority sectors are
granted partial exemption from the rule
regardless of their actually associated
risks.

Therefore, it is advised that these
irrelevant connections be wholly eradi-
cated and the rule on capital adequacy
be refined in the following manner.
Both risk assets and obligations should
be weighted according to their actual
degrees of riskiness which are implied
by project feasibility, collaterals,
duration, guarantors, and financial sta-
tus of bank customers. The sum of these
weighted risk assets as well as that of
weighted obligations signify the true
financial value of risks which has to be
supported by bank capital funds. This
weighting approach to minimum capital
level will reflect the quality of assets
and obligations, as well as the effi-
ciency of bank management.

This weighting approach to minimum capi-
tal level will reflect the quality of
assets and obligations3 as well as the
efficiency of bank management.

In this regard, it ought to be noted
that financial obligations represent a
threatening loophole to credit limit and
could easily create actual losses as
painfully as credits. Hence, limits
upon financial credits and obligations

that commercial banks can extend to any
single entity should be jointly speci-
fied. But prior to adding the two to-
gether, proper risk weights should be
attached to credits as well as obliga-
ti ons.

Future Roles: As for future roles of
commercial banks, macro-financial objec-
tives together with drawbacks of the
present financial system in Thailand
lucidly suggest that the most effective
route, through which capital market and
other long-term funding activities can
be encouraged, is the network of dis-
persed commercial bank branches around
the country. These branches are already
established and well-recognized by the
general public. Nevertheless, in order
to preserve the financial stability of
the system and the efficiency of the
Authority in examining/monitoring/super-
vising/controlling financial institu-
tions, these institutions should not be
allowed to undertake typical functions
of one another. One explicit example of
cooperation without overlapping would be
permission entitling (finance and) se-
curities companies to rent and employ
corners of bank branches in provincial
areas so as to disseminate securities
activities to regional and remote areas.

. The purpose of this outlet collaboration
is to exploit the economyof scale of
bank branches and the faith plus confi-
dence that bank branches have already
attained from provincial residents. And
this outlet collaboration yields bene-
fits not only to renters but also to
commercial banks as well as the Securi-
ties Exchange of Thailand.

Twoother activities that commercial
banks should be officially engaged in,
and consequently more long-term savings
will be accessible, are full-fledged
secondary market trading for government/
state enterprise securities and manage-
ment of provident funds. It can cer-
tainly be assured that these two activi-
ties will not jeopardize other functions
of commercial banks or their overall
financial stability.

This study 3 cormnissioned by the Thai
Bankers' Association--yet conducted from
a neutral standpoint--was undertaken by
a team of researchers in the Macroecono-
mic Policy Program at TDRI and was com-
pleted in April 1981.
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S&T ResourceDataBase

The Science and Technology Development
Program has recently completed the Pro-
ject on A Computer Model for S&T Re-
source Data Base. The Project, sup-
ported by USAID,involved the design and
construction of a computerized system
for creating, maintaining, and utilizing
data bases of S&Tresources on personnel
and instit~tions. The data base system
was designed to have a coherent concep-
tual framework with international compa-
tibility, to be low cost and easy to
operate, and to run on standard desk-top
microcomputers. A network for compiling
national S&T. resource data bases was
also proposed.

The 6th Five-Year Plan emphasizes the
need for S&Tinformation systems. There
are urgent needs for S&Tresource data
on specific expertise and facilities
which have great usefulness both in the
micro scale, as a resource locator, and
in the macro scale, in detailed planning
of S&Tdevelopment. Most existing local
and international S&T data systems,
however, suffer from drawbacks such as
lack of a consistent conceptual frame-
work, poor coverage and irregular up-
dating, and difficulty in access and
update due to their manual and paper
format.

The S&T resource data base system
constructed in the Project is a full-
feature computerized system for creating
and maintaining data bases of personnel
and institutions as S&Tresources. The
system also produces aggregate sta~tls
information for use in policy plann~ng.
Records in the S&Tpersonnel data base
contain data on personal identification,
contact information, and expertise data
on formal education, work experience,
and technical publications. Records in
the S&T institution data base include
unit identification, contact informa-
tion, and data on expertise, facilities,
resources, and services including data
on ongoing or planned R&D, S&Tservices
available, S&T manpower, R&Dexpendi-
ture, major equipment, computer and
library facilities as well as major
publications of the unit.

A classification scheme was con-
structed on the basis of key data (se-

lected classification data) on sector of
employment, type of S&Tactivity, and
expressions of expertise. R&Dexpertise
is expressed in three modes (1) user-
definable areas and subareas of exper-
tise, (2) UNESCOfour-digit codes for
fields of specialization, and (3) key-
words on R&Dexpertise compiled by the
Project. The classification scheme was
developed for Thailand taking into con-
sideration systems used in advanced
countries (the OECDsystem) and those
designed for developing countries (the
UNESCOSystem of S&TPotential).

The data base system constructed in-
cludes data sensing devices on the input
side, data base managementsoftware for
processing, and data retrieval with
predesigned formats for output. Data
sensing tools such as questionnaires and
data conversion kits have been created
to ensure data accuracy, data resolu-
tion, and data compatibility. The
software allows convenient data file
creation, editing, data base mainte-
nance, data base search, and output in
pre-defined formats. The software was
written in Pascal to run in conjunction
with Btrieve Record Manager, a commer-
cial data base managementpackage. The
Computer Model runs on an IBM PC/XT
compatible microcomputerwith 512KBRAM
and a 20MBhard disk costing around
100,000 baht.

The S&T resource data base system con-
structed in the Project is a full-fea-
ture computerized system for creating and
maintaining data bases of personnel and
institutions as S&T resources.

In order to test the designed Model as
well as to compile preliminary resource
data bases on S&Tpersonnel and institu-
tions, a field survey was undertaken and
data on 880 S&Tpersonnel and 209 S&T
institutions with knownexpertise were
entered into the data bases. In this
preliminary S&TPersonnel Data Base, 325
have expertise in biotechnology, 338 in
material technology, and 117 in electro-
nics and information technology. In the
S&T Institution Data Base the 209 S&T
units reported a total of 5,070 scien-
tists/engineers, 2,755 technicians, and
4,008 support staff; and 129 S&T units
reporting on financial resources showed
a combined R&Dexpenditure of 401 mil-
lion baht in 1985/86, etc.
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The software was found to be efficient
and capable of performing all features
targeted in the design. The most impor-
tant mode of utilization of the data
base system is the search for particular
resources or expertise. Search opera-
tions rely on the system of key data
with multi-key search possibility.
Other search modes are available such as
direct search by nameof personnel or
institution, by expertise keyword, and
by any general wording in any file in
the data bases.

For policy planners, the summative
part of our data base package produces
aggregate or summative data from the
ent i re or se Iected parts of the data
base using the key data set in a manner
similar to that in the search operation.
This part of the system would support
creation of an S&TIndicators System.

Many types of potential users are
envisaged for the data bases on indivi-
dual S&T records such as technology-
based firms seeking outside expertise,
facilities or services for particular
needs; research service institutions,
financial institutions, research funding
agencies or university administrators
seeking independent opinions on project
proposals or reports. The availability
of aggregate S&Tstatus data for any
selected segment of the S&T system
should be a powerful tool in detailed
policy planning for S&Tmanpower devel-
opment and R&Dexpenditure.

The S&TResource Data Base Model con-
structed could be disseminated in three
possible modes: (1) uncoordinated dis-
tribution to interested parties for
independent utilization, (2) commercial-
ized operation of data base maintenance
and services, and (3) a national S&T
data system. A structure for setting up
a national S&T data base system was
proposed in the Project. Under the
leadership of the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Energy (MOSTE), the sys-
tem consists of a series of resource
data base units initially to be located
at the national centers on specific
technologies being established at MOSTE.
The National Research Council (NRC)has
been proposed to host the central opera-
ting unit of the system.

In order for a resource data base to
be fully useful, the data base should
have comprehensive and complete cover-
age. Furthermore, it should be main-

tained to be always up-to-date, and
should retain consistency in data struc-
ture and data definition. Finally, it
should not be too expensive to users.
The national S&Tdata system as proposed
should have the best chance for achiev-
ing these objectives and is thus the
recommended mode of implementation of
the S&TResource Data Base System which
the completed Project has created.

Project personnel included: Dr. Kopr
Kritayakirana, Project Director; Dr.
prayoon Shiowatana, Research Fellow; Mr.
Chairat Jitkaew, System Analyst and Pro-
grammer; Ms. Piengjit Chaiyasut, Pro-
prammer; Dr. Lerson Tanasugarn, Research
Associate; and Ms. Amornrat Attanatho,
Research Assistant.

The Deregulationof the Oil Industry

In Thailand, the government usually
regulates the industries that produce
"essential" commodities. The regulations
usually take the form of either direct
price settings or passive controls by
the government. For petroleum products,
which are undoubtedly essential, the
government has placed many other
controls, in addition to pricing, on the
selling of the products. These include
regulations on imports, product handling
safety as well as entry into the
industry.

As it has been pointed out in the
Sixth National Economicand Social De-
velopment Plan, there is a need to
deregulate certain aspects of the petro-
leum industry, especially those on
prices, in order to eliminate distor-
tions of consumption pattern of petro-
leum products as well as to promote
price competition. The study on the
Deregulation of the Oil Industry
by the Energy Program, which will soon
be finished, supports the idea of the
deregulation.

However, the study has found that the
industry may not currently be suffi-
ciently competitive to allow immediate
pricing deregulation. There are still
many steps that should be taken by the
government such as bringing up to date
the rules concerning safety standards,
entry conditions and supply arrangements
to increase competition prior to the
launching of pricing deregulation.




